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The concept - when we see a
we know it means
• Danger!
• Stop!
• High Risk!
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•

q
g
Who requires
this training?
o A recently effective Federal Trade
Commission regulation requires us to
adopt written policy and procedures to
detect, p
prevent and mitigate
g
identityy theft
oThe Seminary adopted an Identity Theft
Prevention Program in October 2009
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What is an identity theft Red Flag?
oAny
 Pattern
 Practice
 Alert or
 Specific activity

that indicates the possible existence of
Identity Theft.
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•

What are the primary categories of
identity theft “Red Flags”?
o Notifications and Warnings from Consumer Reporting Agencies
 ex. - Background or credit checks

o Suspicious Documents

 ex.
ex - Forged,
Forged altered or inauthentic

o Suspicious Personal Identifying Information

 ex. – Identifying information provided is inconsistent with other info. on hand

o Suspicious
Account Activity
p
y

 ex. - Unauthorized access to or use of individual account information

o Alerts from Others

 ex. – Notice from anyone that the Seminary is maintaining a fraudulent account
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•

y is it important?
p
Why
o Identity theft is top consumer complaint

By Ruth Mantell, MarketWatch, Last Update: 7:50PM EST Feb. 14, 2008
WASHINGTON (MarketWatch) -- Identity theft was the No. 1 fraud complaint in a governmentmaintained database that keeps
p track of consumer g
gripes,
p , according
g to a Federal Trade
Commission report this week.

o Young adults seen as prime identity theft targets
Written by Identity Theft Daily Staff
M d
Monday,
16 M
March
h 2009

o Official Identity Theft Statistics


There were 10 million victims of identity theft in 2008 in the United States (Javelin Strategy and
Research,, 2009).
)



1 in every 10 U.S. consumers has already been victimized by identity theft (Javelin Strategy and
Research, 2009).



1.6 million households experienced fraud not related to credit cards (i.e. their bank accounts or
debit cards were compromised) (U.S. Department of Justice, 2005).
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q
When are requirements
effective?
o The Seminary’s Identity Theft Prevention program
is currently in effect
effect…
o Upon completion of this training, everyone
should comply with the reporting requirements
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Where are the reporting requirements
applicable?
o

o

In each department or area of the Seminary where “identifying
information” is maintained
“Identifying Information” means any information that may be used
to identify a specific person in conjunction with the name of the
person, including, but not limited to:













Address
Telephone
l h
number
b
Social security number
Date of birth
Government-issued driver's license or identification number
Alien registration number
Government passport number
Employer or taxpayer identification number
Individual identification number
Computer's Internet Protocol address
Bank or other financial account routing code
Student identification number issued by the Seminary
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How should an SBTS employee respond
to an identity theft “Red Flag”?
Follow this five (5) step process:
1. Consult existing Seminary business procedures associated with
the account
2. If the specific Red Flag situation is not covered adequately by
existing Seminary business procedures, employee must:
o Gather all related information and documentation
o Promptly report and discuss the Red Flag with his/her
supervisor or manager for mitigation procedures
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How do you respond if you see an
identity
id
i theft
h f “Red
“R d Flag”?
Fl ”? (Continued)
Follow this five (5) step process

(continued):

3. If existing Seminary business procedures fail to provide adequate
instruction for the manager or supervisor to complete an
appropriate mitigating response, then the supervisor or manager
should
s
ou d refer
e e to tthe
e Identity
de t ty Theft
e t Prevention
e e t o Program
og a
documentation and instructions concerning how to respond to the
specific Red Flag
4. If the Identity Theft Prevention Program does not provide adequate
h particular
l Red
d Flag
l ffor the
h manager or
instruction concerning the
supervisor to complete an appropriate response, then the
supervisor or manager should promptly contact the Program
Administrator (Wayne Milligan, Vice President of Finance) and
present the gathered information and documentation for
mitigation instructions from the Program Administrator
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p
How do y
you respond
if y
you see an
identity theft “Red Flag”? (Continued)
Follow this five (5) step process

(continued):

5. In every instance involving a “Red Flag”, regardless of its
ultimate
li
the
h resolution,
l i
the
h Department
D
observing
b
i
the
h Red
R d Fl
Flag
shall prepare and submit a “REPORT ON AN IDENTITY THEFT
RED FLAG”
o
o

This form is available at Inside Southern Seminary / Policies and

Forms / Safety and Security

Purpose of this form - to learn from our experiences with identity
t et
theft
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(AN OUTLINE OF THE ACTUAL PDF FORM IS SHOWN BELOW)
SOUTHERN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

REPORT ON AN IDENTITY THEFT “RED FLAG”

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Complete this form for each “Red Flag” observed that might be indicative of an act of identity theft (but

only after you have responded to the Red Flag as previously instructed).

2. Forward the completed form to Wayne Milligan, Vice President of Finance (Identity Theft Prevention

Program Administrator), Sampey Hall, room 4103.

Department ___________________________________
Date___________________
Describe the Red Flag that was observed and pertinent facts and circumstances:
________________________________________________________________________________
Describe your response to the Red Flag:
________________________________________________________________________________
Preparer’s Name _______________________
Preparer’s Signature _____________
Supervisor’s
Supervisor
s Name _____________________
Supervisor’s
Supervisor
s Signature ___________
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Review and discuss separate handout
o IDENTITY THEFT “RED FLAGS” AND RESPONSE
INSTRUCTIONS

•

Q&A
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